easyDITA at a Glance

Everything you need for structured content

Software

easyDITA is a DITA standards-based Component Content Management System (CCMS) that transforms
content into flexible, actionable, and manageable data. You can leverage this data across your
organization to improve documentation, customer support, marketing, HR, regulatory compliance, and
more.

Automate Your
Hardest Tasks
easyDITA makes the repetitive stuff easy, so
you can focus on the content. Automate your
publishing, output formatting, data exchange,
workflow, and more.

Create Many Variations
from a Single Source
Having many products doesn’t have to mean
having many copies of the same content. easyDITA
manages documentation for many products
without the hassle of duplicated or isolated
content.

Produce Content
for Every Audience
Publish one set of content that’s rendered for
specific audiences based on who they are, where
they are, or what they do.
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Author

Search

Our intuitive authoring interface will feel familiar to
casual authors, while advanced users will be able
to build rich, semantic XML content lightning-fast.

easyDITA’s powerful search and filtering allows for
hundreds of thousands of files to be searched in
under a second.

Classify

Manage

easyDITA allows unlimited metadata fields for
classifying content and filtering search results.
Custom Taxonomy structures enable you to relate
and classify content in many ways resulting in
better findability and a more productive team.

easyDITA is an enterprise-grade Content
Management System with a single-source content
repository, complete link management, and full file
history and version control.

好

Translate

Publish

Typical translation costs are prohibitively expensive
and require significant amounts of time. With
easyDITA XML, your translation and localization
processes are fast and affordable.

easyDITA enables you to transform your DITA
content to multiple output formats and publish
to static formats, websites, learning management
systems, and knowledge-bases.

More than a Brand

easyDITA’s intuitive system bolsters the writer’s productivity by letting them focus on creating excellent
content. The importance of high quality writing has only increased as the functionality of structured
content expands. Make sure your organization isn’t left behind with outdated, siloed documentation.
Contact us and speak with one of our experts about how easyDITA can optimize your organization’s
documentation.
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